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Executive Summary
Challenge
Contending with the distraction of an echo on the line is a common experience for all of us. In cases
of severe echo, the call is often abandoned.
In explaining the sources of echo and the delay factor in creating echo, this paper describes why VoIP
calls are frequently impacted by echo despite the fact that VoIP itself does not create echo.
For network administrators, minimizing echo can be one of the most effective means to improve
service quality—and reduce user complaints. However, managing the settings and parameters
required to reduce echo can represent one of the most challenging efforts for administrators.

Opportunity
By understanding and tracking the metrics associated with echo on VoIP calls, systems administrators
can gain the insights they need to identify the causes of echo, and the steps needed to minimize it.
This paper provides a detailed look at the causes of echo in VoIP networks, the metrics associated
with tracking the incidence and severity of echoes and the role and limitations of echo cancellation devices.

Benefits
With CA Unified Communications Monitor, IP network administrators can get the efficient and
comprehensive monitoring insights they need to minimize echo on VoIP calls. The solution offers
several features that make it uniquely equipped to enable improvements in call quality, measuring
echo levels in VoIP telephone calls, sending alerts when echo crosses a pre-defined threshold and
helping track down the source of an echo problem.
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Section 1: The Challenge

Minimizing Echo in VoIP Systems
Echo is a troubling problem. Most of us have suffered through a telephone call where we had to try
to talk with a lot of echo on the wire. It’s very distracting; most people find it hard to think straight
when they hear their own words repeated, and have to try to talk over them.
Voice over IP systems do not create echo, but due to the temporal aspect of echo, VoIP networks can
increase the amount of echo heard during a telephone conversation. This paper gives an overview of
echo issues and describes some of the solutions.
What Is Echo?
Echo is your voice coming back to you, as if you were repeating yourself. During a normal, two-person
phone conversation, your voice is transmitted from your mouth to the ear of the person at the other
end, and their voice is returned from their mouth to your ear. However, in any conversation, a certain
amount of your own voice is also part of what you hear, whether you are talking face-to-face with
someone who is sitting in your office, or talking to someone on the phone. This experience of hearing
your own voice is not echo. Commonly called “sidetone,” it’s a normal aspect of talking and listening.
Your own voice becomes echo when it comes to your ear with a significant delay from the time you
spoke. Sidetone is scarcely noticeable when the delay between your speaking and hearing is less than
25 milliseconds. Within that time window, the human brain does not perceive the sound as echo.
Echo, then, is very much a function of delay. Once you can hear your own voice more than 25 ms later,
the possibility of perceiving it as echo arises. 25 to 150 ms is a typical delay range for international
telephone calls, which is why echo cancellation is necessary for such calls. Voice over IP calls don’t
actually create additional echo, but they also have a delay budget in the range of 150 ms to preserve
audio quality, so VoIP systems commonly employ echo cancellation as well.
Among the various settings and parameters that need tuning to preserve optimal call quality in
a VoIP system, echo cancellation is one of the more complex, least understood factors that IP
networking specialists must address. To understand echo cancellation and the metrics associated
with it, we need to look at some other aspects of echo that affect the implementation of echo
cancellation on voice gateways.
Echo Is Never Digital
Echo is always caused by the analog components in the telephony system. The digital stream of
packets traveling in one direction of a VoIP call cannot “bleed into” the digital stream of packets in
the other direction, nor are the packets played back at the receiving end of the call. The same is true
for the digital parts of the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN): while the underlying electrical
signals carrying the bits over the traditional switched telephone network are, indeed, analog, the
corruption of those signals results in digital noise or other problems, but not in echo.
Strictly speaking, echo is never caused by VoIP. In fact, what happens is that the longer delays
introduced by all VoIP systems reveal echo that was imperceptible with the shorter delays of the
PSTN. By delaying existing echo signals longer, the VoIP network causes them to fall outside that
25 ms window and so become perceptible to callers.
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What Causes Echo?
To reiterate what we’ve said so far, echo is the reflection or return of the speaker’s voice to the
speaker. It has an analog source, and it usually occurs at the far end of a conversation. Cisco Systems
explains that the main two types of echo have different sources: hybrid echo and acoustic echo.
Following are more details on each of these types:
• Hybrid echo. Hybrid echo is caused by an impedance mismatch in a hybrid circuit, such as a
two-wire to four-wire interface, which allows the Tx signal to appear on the Rx path. At several
places along a phone circuit, your voice can get into the return channel and come back to you. The
first interface where echo may occur is at the transition between a 4-wire and a 2-wire interface.
Analog telephone handsets are 2-wire devices. At some point in the path, perhaps in a local PBX,
there is a hybrid interface that converts the network 4-wire interface to the 2-wire interface.
Impedance mismatches here will reflect some of the energy back into the network, creating a
potential source of hybrid echo.
• Acoustic echo. Another common source of echo is the basic hardware: the mouthpiece of the phone
at the far end may be too close to the earpiece, or it may be poorly insulated, so that your voice is
heard and forwarded on the same return channel as the one on which the person at the far end is
speaking. Therefore, the analog phone itself is a possible source of acoustic echo. But even more
suspect these days is the speaker phone function of the phone at the far end of the call. Speaker
phones broadcast the voice and simultaneously listen to the voices of the speakers in the room.
Despite advanced DSP functions, it is very easy for speaker phones (especially cheap ones) to send
back some of the far end voice as part of what they are “hearing.”
Because delay is a necessary condition for echo, it is rare for components that are close to the
speaker—that is, on the speaker’s side of the call—to cause echo. Even if part of the transmitted
signal is being reflected back to the speaker by means of the return channel, the propagation delays
are so brief that it will never be heard as echo. And because echo is rarely caused by a local
component and has an analog source, the main suspects when an echo problem crops up are usually
part of the “tail circuit” connecting the far end speaker to the PSTN. See Figure A for an illustration.

Section 2: The Opportunity

Echo Metrics and Cancellation
If echo usually occurs at the far end of a call, echo cancellation is ideally done at the far end of the
call as well. However, it can be done at any analog boundary in the network, with varying degrees
of success. In one sense, you cannot eliminate an echo originating at the far end of the circuit if you
don’t control the equipment at the far end. However, you can minimize it using echo cancellation
(or ECAN) devices.
One place where telecom or network engineers try to minimize echo in a VoIP system is at the
gateway that connects an IP network to the PSTN. Even though the echo is originating at the far
end of the call, echo cancellation here can work, within limits.
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An echo cancellation device operates by comparing the signal going into the tail circuit with the
signal coming back out. Basically, the ECAN remembers the signal pattern of the signal entering the
tail circuit and examines the data exiting the circuit to see if it contains this pattern. If I say, “Is that
good?” and you reply, “Fine” the ECAN is remembering “Is that good?” and looking for it mixed in
with “Fine.”
Two dimensions of the ECAN’s work are important: echo strength, or volume, and echo delay.
Echo Volume
Not surprisingly, the louder the echo, the more distracting it is. Echo cancellation in effect consists of
attenuating the amplitude of the echo part of the signal so that the echo is not easily heard. At some
point, the echo becomes so quiet that it disappears, as compared to the foreground volume of the call.
Volume is typically measured in decibels (dB). You’ve probably seen the charts that show that a
whisper is in the range of 20 dB while a jet engine or a rock band you don’t like is around 120 dB.
Echo strength, which is equivalent to volume, is measured as echo return loss (ERL), which we discuss
below. The ERL sets some boundaries on the ECAN’s function because the echo must be weak enough
to be distinguished from regular speech. In practice, this means that echo must be 6 dB quieter than
the speech it appears alongside for the ECAN to be able to suppress it. If the echo is louder than this,
it typically falls into the volume range of the actual replying speaker and cannot be safely removed
without endangering the conversation contents. So, if an echo were actually present in a telephone
conversation and so loud that the ECAN could not distinguish it from the conversation, you would be
more or less doomed to a very bad call with high levels of echo.
Echo Delay Times
Delay is the other key dimension of echo cancellation. As the ECAN examines the signal returning
from the tail circuit, looking for a pattern that matches the signal sent into the tail circuit, it applies
a convergence time algorithm to find the echo portion. Basically, this means that ECANs obey a time
window that limits their operation. They look for the signal going into the tail circuit to be repeated
in the signal coming back within a specific time, like 12 ms. (Typical values are from 8 to 64 ms.)
ECAN Limitations
Because the ECAN is actually modeling the response of the tail circuit mathematically, it starts each
conversation with no knowledge of which part of the signal is legitimate speech and which part is
echo, so it has to build its model. This usually takes a few seconds. After that, the ECAN’s ability to
discern and remove echo reaches its operating state for that call, and most echoes fade.
If a signal included multiple reverberations at different delays, like ripples in a pond, the ECAN would
see perhaps the first two, but miss the one that arrived after 12 ms had passed. Typically, the energy
level of each successive reverberation is reduced, so the resulting echo would potentially be quite
soft anyway.
One other condition that can exceed the ability of ECANs operation: distortion. If the echo itself is so
distorted that it doesn’t truly match the pattern seen as the signal was sent into the tail circuit, the
ECAN will not be able to recognize it as echo.
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ECAN Metrics
Taking into consideration the fact that echo cancellation is really all about echo suppression and not
echo prevention, you’ve probably already deduced that echo is extremely common in any telephony
environment. And as we mentioned above, it plagues VoIP systems due to their multiple sources of
delay. It’s therefore important to closely monitor the echo levels in a given VoIP system. Unless
they’re using a mobile phone and expect at least slightly inferior service, users will complain
stridently if echo becomes noticeable during their phone calls.
When monitoring echo levels in a phone system, or when troubleshooting a reported issue with echo,
telecom professionals apply a well-known set of metrics that express the effectiveness of echo
cancellation. These metrics also apply to VoIP.
Echo Loss Metrics
Echo return loss, or ERL (see Figure A), is a measurement applied to echo that measures the loss of
volume between the original signal and the echo. In other words, an ERL of zero is the worst case; it
means that the echo is just as loud as the original signal. As the delay grows longer, an ERL of up to
55 dB (and at least 15 dB) is necessary to soften the echo enough to avoid distraction. Applying this
principle to VoIP, with long delays (up to 150 ms for acceptable call quality), the echo part of the
signal needs to be up to 55 dB quieter than the original voice in order to avoid the perception of echo.
So high ERL values are good. Note that ERL and related values mentioned in this document are all
part of various ITU standards.
The amount of echo suppression is measured in the ERLE, or echo return loss enhancement, which
expresses how much quieter the ECAN was able to make the echo, in dB. In other words, ERLE is a
measure of what the actual echo canceller is able to accomplish. While ERL measures the “native”
echo coming from the tail circuit or far end of the call, ERLE is the amount of additional echo
attenuation the ECAN provides. Seen together, they exactly equal the ACOM value.
Another standard metric applied to echo cancellation, the ACOM value is the view of echo from the IP
side of the echo canceller. As defined in ITU G.168, ACOM is the “combined” echo return loss through
the system—the attenuation of echo from all possible means.
ACOM resembles ERL: it is a measure of the degree to which an echo signal has been attenuated. The
difference is that ACOM is measured on “our side” of the ECAN device. Therefore, because it includes
all sources of echo loss in each direction of the circuit, ACOM is the best gauge of echo strength. Like
ERL, ACOM should be high.

Figure A.
Echo Measurements
and Echo Cancellation
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Signal In and Signal Out Metrics
The Signal In and Signal Out metrics are useful for testing a circuit to see whether it is introducing
echo. Cisco Systems’ echo testing procedures use these metrics to measure the effects of altering the
signal strengths when tuning echo levels.
Signal In is the audio signal traveling in the direction of the IP network, measured as it enters the
ECAN from the tail circuit (shown as “Signal In” in Figure A). It contains echo that needs
to be canceled. Signal Out is the audio signal coming out of the ECAN and going into the tail circuit
(shown as “Signal Out” in the diagram)—from the IP network to the PSTN. The Signal Out stream
contains an estimation of the amount of echo in the audio stream. Both metrics are measured by the
gateway on the PSTN side of the gateway’s ECAN.
ERL is used along with Signal In and Signal Out to tune the echo canceller. Remember that ERL must
be at least 15 dB to distinguish the echo portion of the signal from the voice itself. To enhance this
difference and enable cancellation, the voice gateway ports perform “input gain” and “output
attenuation” on the signals. Input gain is performed at “Signal In” in Figure A, before the gateway’s
ECAN sees the echo, and output attenuation is performed at Signal Out, after the gateway’s ECAN has
seen and cached the original signal. Thus, these metrics provide reference points for adjusting the
overall strength of the signals to enable echo cancellation. They are used in echo troubleshooting to
adjust the signal gain or attenuation performed by the gateway so that:
Signal Out – Signal In > 6 dB.

Section 3: The Benefit

Gaining Insights for Addressing Echo Problems
in a VoIP System
The CA Unified Communications Monitor product has several features that make it uniquely capable
of measuring echo levels in VoIP telephone calls, sending alerts when echo crosses a threshold and
helping track down the source of an echo problem.
The CA Unified Communications Monitor system continually monitors both call setup performance
and call quality on the VoIP network. ACOM is reported for all call legs that include a voice gateway.
One of the default call quality threshold settings instructs the Unified Communications Monitor
Collector to raise alerts if ACOM values are too low. Like ERL, ACOM should be high; a Unified
Communications Monitor alert is sent by default when ACOM drops to 15 dB. We stated earlier that
ECANs use a limit of 6 dB to distinguish echo and avoid suppressing the actual contents of a
conversation. If the ERL value is too low, the echo signal that returns to the gateway might be too
loud, falling within 6 dB of the conversation signal. As a result, the ECAN treats the echo as voice and
ignores it. With the default threshold settings, the Unified Communications Monitor Management
Console flags call quality as excessively bad when ACOM measurements, or the sum of ERL + ERLE,
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fall to 6 dB. ACOM measurements are available per gateway, so you can easily spot a gateway where
excessive echo is causing call quality to deteriorate.
In addition to threshold monitoring, CA Unified Communications Monitor also reports ERL and ACOM
values in real time for “watched” calls. The CA Unified Communications Monitor Call Watch feature
collects additional diagnostic data from selected VoIP calls. During a Call Watch, the Unified
Communications Monitor Collector actively gathers detailed quality metrics for all calls made to and
from a selected IP phone by polling the phone and any associated gateway, if a call to the PSTN is
watched. The collected data is presented in a series of charts, which are displayed and updated in real
time, as the watched calls are in progress.

Figure B.
Real-time ACOM
measurements are
compared to the
degraded and excessive
performance thresholds.

The Call Watch report also includes Signal In and Signal Out metrics. In addition to contributing to
the information-gathering phase of troubleshooting a call-quality problem, these values can help
engineers tune their echo cancellers. In order to tune the ECAN, test signals are introduced into a
voice gateway circuit from an IP phone. Gain and attenuation are applied through the command line
at the incoming and outgoing gateway interfaces until the desired values of ERL and ERLE are obtained.
Cisco Systems’ typical echo testing procedures expect you to gather these metrics by frequently
running a command from the command-line interface during an active phone call. Now you can
simply start up a Call Watch for a phone connected to the gateway under test, make a phone call to
the PSTN to or from that phone and take a look at the metrics as they are reported in real time. The
signal levels are presented in a graph format that is continually updated during the tuning procedure.
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Figure C.
Signal In and Signal Out
metrics are useful for
tuning an echo canceller.

Section 2:

Conclusions
Echo is a difficult problem and not one that can be readily solved without access to the end-to-end
circuit. Echo cancellation devices at the boundary of the VoIP system attempt to reduce echo so that
it cannot be heard in the IP telephony environment. CA Unified Communications Monitor provides a
quick, overall rating of the success of this effort in the form of ACOM values for all gateway calls
made on the monitored network, as well as some additional details, such as ERL, Signal In and Signal
Out, that are essential for troubleshooting echo problems.
For more information go to ca.com/voip-monitoring.
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